Noble House Molier
Anno 1157
Tandem Erit Messis

Royaum Sans Frontières, 15 october 2015,
To my dear Friends and those whom these presents come, Greetings!
This here Document is meant as a Testimonial gathered by Lady Suzanne Edwards, Knight
Commander SWKM-OSG, as a Way to Provide Different Angles/Angels on the Undersigned,
while being ‘Subjected’ to ‘Investigation’.
We hope you can see the JOKE in last line, for only PERSONS be SUBJECTS, while the Free
and Sovereign Living Man be Transparent, mmmmmm.
Do read Previous Doc for better ‘understanding’ (while NOT standing under…);
www.uqd-edu.eu/pages/APM/docs/Infringement%20of%20Sovereignty.pdf

“Sir Patrick is an intelligent, honest and deeply sensitive person. I have not noticed in him the
display of bad habits that are common in most people. He has a wide variety interests and can
converse on numerous subjects. He has been involved with a number of projects which help
children. A person like this would have to be good father material, because being loving and
kind are two of the necessary qualities that he possesses.”
Signed- Sir Steven James Cozzi
Knight Commander
Sovereign White Knights of Malta - Order of St. Germain
“Brother Patricks Kind of a character is something extraordinary. During the past years when I
needed help in translation of long documents from German into English he never said "NO"
even as he was very busy!! His speech was never rude i-e. but always friendly in the strong
belief all humans are sisters and brothers. “
Hubert Zeitlmair
Professor of History & Archaeology UQD
“Since I have had few interactions with Patrick, I will truthfully express what I have
experienced-Patrick has a noble soul, and sincerely wants to help his fellow man out of the web of lies and
deceit that we live with, and entrap this civilization in a virtual prison that seeks to enslave most
of the population.
It takes a great deal of courage to step forward and express your truth against overwhelming
odds. It means risking your reputation, the loss of friends and support of relatives, and even
nationality when you disconnect from their corruption and mindset of manipulation. It reminds
me of a hologram--if you break apart a hologram of a rose, each piece shows the same whole
picture, although a little smaller. We as Ladies and Knights are the pieces in this hologram, and
our common ideals merge into a larger picture. We each are no more or no less than the other,
and no more or less in importance. When one seeks help, it is incumbent upon all to lend a hand,
for there is strength in unity, even if all that can be supplied is good intent.
Patrick is a person who seeks to educate those around him, and thus transcend ignorance--in
doing so enriching us intellectually. We each use our skills to affect a positive change to those
around us, and Patrick seeks to use his knowledge and deep intuition to accomplish this.
I cannot imagine such a noble soul doing anything other than this, and any accusation must
weigh against what I have known and experienced. If what you know in your heart is other than
what is stated, one must go with what you intuit, for the truth is not only an intellectual
phenomenon, but what is also felt in the soul.
This is all I can really say, and I admit it may not weigh enough in the balance against any
accusation, but it is my truth.”
Sir William Donavan
Knight Commander
Sovereign White Knights of Malta - Order of St. Germain

Please be Aware, the Words of the Above are to their Best Knowledge, unaware of what YOU
may have Experienced or Feel have experienced, for All are Individuals, where ‘I’ am only a
Naughty Boy.
Those that Wish Speak Their Truth as well, in our ‘defence’, please do send message to
suzanne.edwards@uqd-edu.eu, thank you …

Prince Patrick from the Noble House Molier,
Sovereign of Royaum Sans Frontières,
Secretary/Treasurer University of Quantum Dynamics Foundation,
Patron Prince Sovereign White Knights of Malta – Order of St. Germain,
etc etc.

Attachments:
Just a naughty boy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=af9EHtQMMc4

Thank YOU for testing 'me'!

